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For U.S. Economic Growth,Two Percent
is the new THREE percent
Highlights
•

Over the twentieth century, the American economy grew at an annual rate above 3%. Growth in the
twenty-first century has been noticeably slower, averaging less than 2% annually.

•

This is likely to continue. We expect economic growth slightly above 2% over the next two years.
Our long-term growth outlook has real GDP growth of 1.9% in 2021.

•

Even with slower economic growth, the labor market has made strides over the last several years.
With above-trend job growth over the next two years, the labor market will finally repair the damage
caused by the Great Recession.

•

With the economy at full employment, workers will become increasingly harder to come by. As baby
boomers leave the workforce for retirement, growth in total labor hours is set to slow to just 0.5%,
roughly a percentage point less than in the twentieth century. This explains the majority of the expected slowdown in economic growth.

•

The saving grace for the economy could be labor productivity. We expect faster productivity growth,
enough to offset the slowdown in hours, but achieving economic growth north of 3% would require
a return to a pace of technological innovation seen in a few unique periods of U.S. history.

Over the twentieth century, the U.S. economy grew at an annual average rate north of 3%. Business
cycles came and went, but this rate was a good bet for where economic growth would land on average
over the longer-term (Chart 1).
Given this long history, a common question we hear from clients is why our forecasts for economic
growth do not return to this long-run average. We anticipate economic growth of slightly over 2% over
the next two years. Our long-term growth outlook has real GDP
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As labor market slack diminishes, workers are harder
to come by

Put simply, the economy’s ability to grow depends on
how many worker hours it can add, and how much more
productive they can become.1 Let’s consider each in turn.
The supply of workers is dependent on a few factors:
first, the stage of the economic cycle – there are more people
available to work following a recession, and fewer once
unemployment has normalized; second, the inclination of
people to participate in the labor market and age structure
of the population – people in their thirties are more likely
to be employed or actively search for work than people in
their seventies.
In terms of the stage of the economic cycle, the unemployment rate has fallen from a peak of 10% to 4.7%. This
is roughly considered normal, and about the prevailing rate
prior to the recession (Chart 2).2 However, in the current
environment, the unemployment rate may not be the best
measure of labor market slack. The magnitude of the recession and longer duration of unemployment appears to have
led some people to give up actively searching for work and
thus cease to be counted as part of the labor market.
As the labor market has tightened, the duration of unemployment has moved lower and wage growth pushed higher.
This has led some of these people to make their way back
into the labor market. From its trough in late 2015, the labor
force participation rate of core working-aged people (25 to
54) has risen 1.1 percentage points. The increase implies an
additional 1.2 million people joined the labor force.
This is likely to continue. We expect over one million
people to join the labor force over the next two years, with
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the majority of these between the ages of 25 and 54.
With job growth expected to run at an average annual
rate of 1.3% over the next two years (roughly 160k jobs a
month), the employment to population rate of core working
age people (25 to 54) will move toward its pre-recession
level (Chart 3). In short, our forecast anticipates that any
remaining slack in the labor market will be eliminated over
the next two years. And, even with this view, real GDP
growth is still expected to track near the 2% mark.
Everybody’s working for retirement

At full employment, labor force growth will depend
on the growth in the adult population and the labor force
participation rate. Participation in the labor market shows
a clear life cycle. While there are some teenagers in the
workforce, people tend to join the workforce in force in
their early twenties and to start leaving the workforce in
their late fifties. The older people get, the more likely they
are to have left the labor market and be blissfully enjoying
retirement (Chart 4, next page).
Population aging is not something that will hit the labor
market sometime in the future. It has been a potent force
weighing on growth in the labor force over the past several years, masked only by the depth of the recession and
recovery. Since 2012, the civilian population under the age
of 55 has grown less than 0.2% annually. Meanwhile, the
population over 55 has grown at an average rate of 3.0%.
Offsetting some of the impact of population aging has
been an increased propensity of older cohorts to remain
engaged in the labor force. However, this phenomenon is
swamped by the wave of baby boomers moving further away
2
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CHART 5: BABY BOOMERS ARE COMING INTO
THEIR GOLDEN YEARS

CHART 4: MOST PEOPLE ABOVE SIXTY-FIVE
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from their prime working years. Splitting the population
into five-year age groups, the fastest growing segment of
the population over the next year is people between the ages
of 70 to 74. In five years, it will be people 75 to 79 (Chart
5). Over the last decade, the participation rate of 70 to 74
year olds has risen roughly two percentage points from 17%
to 19% – much lower than the 32% of 65 to 69 year olds
who participate in the labor market. Even as more septuagenarians remain in the labor market, a convergence to the
participation rates of younger cohorts appears far-fetched.3
Male participation has been in steady decline

We can’t lay all of blame for slowing labor force growth
on the Great Recession and population aging. The participation rate of core working-age males (25 to 54) has been
falling for decades. In the 1950s, nearly the entire population of men (98%) in their prime-working years (25 to 54)
were engaged in the labor market. Since then, the core male
participation rate has fallen steadily and is down 10 percentage points to its current 88% (Chart 6).
The long-term decline in labor force participation appears to be largely due to structural factors. In particular,
changes in the structure of the economy have reduced the
demand for and earning potential of lower-educated males.4
Men without post-secondary education have seen the steepest dip in participation.5
Policies that raise the skills and/or earnings of lowskilled workers (through such things as earned income
tax credits) could help to address this challenge. America
clearly has room to improve. Its male participation rate is
the third lowest among OECD countries. Nonetheless, in
March 28, 2017
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the absence of policy changes, the long-term nature of the
decline limits the extent of the anticipated cyclical rebound
in the aggregate labor force.
Female entry into the workforce was a major driver of
20th century labor force growth

Male labor force participation rates have been in longrun decline, but female participation rates rose substantially
from the 1960s through the 1980s. In 1950, just 37% of
prime age women participated in the labor force. By 1980,
this had risen to 62%, and by 2000, it had risen to a peak of
77% (Chart 6). Rising female labor force participation was
responsible for all of the increase in the overall participation rate through this time period. Without rising female
participation, the labor force would have grown about 40%
slower over the course of the twentieth century.6
CHART 6: DECLINING MALE PARTICIPATION,
STABILIZING FEMALE PARTICIPATION
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However, female labor force participation flat-lined in
the early 1990s. This levelling out has occurred for both
older and younger cohorts of women. Since 2000, the core
female participation rate has performed similarly to the male
rate, with both falling roughly four percentage points before
recovering modestly over the past year.
Still, like male labor force participation, female attachment to the workforce is low relative to other countries,
although for different reasons. Relatively more generous
childcare tax benefits and parental leave policies in other
advanced economies have contributed to higher female
labor force participation rates. While other countries have
generally been increasing public support for parental leave,
the U.S. is alone in having no statutory paid leave program.7
More young people in school means fewer in the
workforce

A final distinguishable group to experience a decline
in labor force participation that pre-dated the recession is
young people – teenagers and people in their early twenties.
Fortunately, this appears to be due in part to increased time
devoted to schooling and rising college enrollment rates.
The increased educational attainment of younger people
should offset the decline in labor force participation, leading
to increased attachment and better labor market outcomes
later in life.
Strong demographic headwind is the main reason to
expect slower economic growth

The bottom line is that even while some cyclical rebound
in participation is likely, it is fighting against powerful longterm trends that are limiting its scale. Population aging is

taking place faster than the increase in labor force attachment
among older cohorts (Chart 7). As a result, we expect labor
force growth to slow to 0.6% by 2021.
What is more, the tendency of people to work part-time
increases as retirement approaches. Therefore, total labor
hours worked is likely to be modestly slower than labor force
growth, running at roughly 0.5% a year. This compares to
average annual growth of 1.4% through the second half of
the twentieth century and explains the vast majority of the
anticipated slowdown in economic growth.8
Higher investment will raise productivity growth, but
slowly

The aging of the baby-boom generation is a potent force,
but at least one that is relatively easy to predict. Productivity growth is less foreseeable. In fact, productivity has been
one of the more disappointing elements of the economic
outlook over the past several years. When we consider the
accuracy of our projections since the Great Recession, we
(and other forecasters) have had a relatively good record
of predicting job growth and improving unemployment.
The bigger forecast misses have been on the rate of labor
productivity growth.
There are two factors behind the decline in labor force
productivity. As discussed in a previous report (see Business
Investment is Ripe for a Rebound), part of the problem is
disappointing investment growth. The pace of investment
relative to economic growth began to slow noticeably in the
early part of the twenty-first century (Chart 8). The Great
Recession worsened the trend, and the recovery since has
not remedied the situation. With the decline in oil prices and
rise in the U.S. dollar, investment spending turned south

CHART 7: AGING WILL DOMINATE CHANGES IN
LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION
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again in 2016.
Our baseline forecast anticipates a rebound in investment spending over the next year. As investment rises, it
should lead to increases in the level of productive capital
available per worker.9 This “capital deepening,” as it is
known in economist lingo, should contribute positively to
economic growth – reversing the trend of the past several
years. However, this is a slow moving train. The pullback
in investment over the past year creates a lower starting
point and higher hurdle for capital deepening to contribute
to economic growth. All told, we need several continuous
years of higher investment growth to materially raise labor
productivity. This is possible, especially if policy is supportive, but one must weigh the upside potential against
the downside risks to investment, which we take up in the
following sections.

estimates by John Fernald, the contribution to GDP growth
from labor quality is likely to be half of what it was historically, falling from 0.4 percentage points to 0.2 percentage
points.11
Waiting for the next digital revolution

Besides investment in structures and machinery, an
equally important form of investment is in education or
human capital. The increased educational attainment of
Americans over the first half of the twentieth century, and
in particular, the rise in the percent of people who completed high school, was an important contributor to gains in
labor productivity. Levels of educational attainment began
to plateau in the 1970s and, while college enrollment has
continued to rise, the pace of gains have been slower since
(Chart 9).10
A slowing in the rate of educational attainment means
that human capital development is likely to contribute less
to labor productivity than it did previously. According to

An equally significant contributor to slowing labor productivity is a measured slowdown in the rate of innovation
(or technological change) in the economy. Over the long
term, the main source of increases in living standards is
changes in what economists call total factor productivity (or
TFP). Once accounting for improvements in labor quality
(as per above), TFP measures changes in economic activity that are not derived from additional labor or capital and
encompasses both technological change as well as improvements in processes and practices that raise economic output.
TFP growth weakened over the last decade (Chart 10).
Like the slowdown in investment, the slowdown pre-dated
the financial crisis. The causes of the decline in global innovation is a source of debate among economists. Some
economists, such as Robert Gordon argue that the slowdown
in productivity is due to waning gains from a few distinct
technological revolutions. The surge of productivity growth
in the late-1990s and early-2000s reflected the peak diffusion of technologies that ultimately began with the computer
revolution of the 1960s. Prior to that, the wave of productivity growth in the 1950s through early 1970s reflected the
peak gains from the diffusion of technological advances in
the late 19th century, including the invention of electricity
and the thermal combustion engine.12
According to this view, each wave of innovation associated with past technological revolution has been shorter than

CHART 9: GAINS IN EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
ARE HARDER TO COME BY

CHART 10: INNOVATION GROWTH PEAKED
PRIOR TO THE FINANCIAL CRISIS
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CHART 11: WAVES OF PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH
LINKED TO TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTIONS
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the previous one as additional technological advances fail to
match the revolutionary nature of the previous one. For example, the invention of the internet and smart phones, while
ground-breaking, had a smaller impact on living standards
than the invention and diffusion of electricity and internal
combustion engines (Chart 11).
Others economists, such as Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew Mcafee argue that it is just a matter of time before
the innovations of the digital age diffuse more widely into
the economy and leads productivity growth to accelerate.13
According to their thinking, we are still at the beginning
of a new machine age that will fundamentally change the
nature of work, with computers and robots taking on not
only routine tasks, but also cognitively complex tasks that
have to-date been the sole domain of humans.
More than a technology story?

Other explanations for the slowdown in productivity are
a decline in new business formations and failures. Since new
and growing firms tend to be highly productive and failing
firms less productive, the decline in business turnover is a
plausible cause of the slowdown. This may itself be a function of population aging. People are more likely to start new
businesses when they are in their early-thirties, and less
likely as they approach retirement. Moreover, the type of
business people start earlier in their careers is likely to be
different and potentially more growth-oriented than those
started at the twilight of their careers.14
Another explanation for the slowdown in productivity
growth is a potential breakdown in the diffusion of innovation from the most productive companies to the rest. AcMarch 28, 2017

Putting it together, our forecast for medium-term real
GDP growth just shy of 2% is based on productivity growth
accelerating sufficiently to offset the expected slowdown in
hours worked. We expect output per hour in the business
sector to accelerate from an estimated 0.3% rate in 2016 to
around 1.6%. This is consistent with an investment rebound
that will see growth in capital services grow faster than labor. Capital deepening explains close to half of the rise in
productivity. The remaining comes from TFP growth. This
rate of TFP growth is consistent with historical rates from
the 1970s to early 1990s excluding the exceptional period
of the late 1990s and early 2000s. In other words, it is a
normal, but not extraordinary rate of technological change.
This adds up to business sector growth of modestly above
2% (Chart 12). Since GDP tends to grow slower than the
business sector, largely reflecting slower growth in government, GDP growth is likely to be somewhat lower. Based
on the historical growth gaps, this is consistent with real
GDP growth of just below 2.0%. While low relative to its
own history, this is still relatively high compared to other
advanced economies with aging populations. Similar exercises for Japan and Europe yield economic growth under 1%.
CHART 12: FORECAST IS FOR NORMAL LABOR
PRODUCTIVITY, BUT LOW LABOR HOURS
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Upside and downside risks

Our forecast is balanced around upside and downside
risks. On the downside, a smaller near-term rebound in
core labor force participation rates would imply a swifter
slowdown in labor force and employment growth. Over
the longer-term, we expect the participation rates of older
Americans to continue the recent trend of modest increases.
Should this flatten out or reverse, labor force growth would
come in slower than anticipated.
Just as important, labor force growth assumptions are
based on population projections from the Census Bureau
that build in assumptions about international immigration.
These projections assume a pickup in migration relative to
current levels of roughly one-third (Chart 13). Should netmigration remain at its average over the past five years, it
would reduce population growth by 0.1 percentage points.
Given the relatively younger age profile of immigrants, labor
force growth would likely be even slower. A further slowing
in immigration flows would present additional downside
risk to these estimates.
In terms of productivity, disappointment on the investment front would result in a slower rate of capital deepening
and limit the anticipated rebound in productivity growth.
Similarly, should the barriers to the diffusion of technological change that have characterized the last several years
remain in place, TFP growth could continue to disappoint
expectations. Overall labor productivity has averaged just
0.5% annually over the past five years. Should this remain
in place, economic growth would be a full percentage point
lower than our baseline expectation.
On the upside, policies that help to close the gap with
CHART 13: POPULATION PROJECTIONS ASSUME
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CHART 14: THREE PERCENT GROWTH
ONLY IN THE BEST CASE SCENARIO
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other advanced economies in labor force participation of
prime-aged men and women relative to other advanced
economies could result in faster labor force growth. America
has seen policy move in the direction of supporting incentives to work in the past. Increases in the earned income
tax credit are one example. Policies that raise the level of
education and skills of working Americans could help to
raise the quality of labor closer to levels seen over the course
of the twentieth century.
Lastly, policies that raise the level of immigration may
stem some of the expected slowdown in labor force growth,
however, moving the dial would require much higher levels
of migration relative to the recent past. Doubling the Census
Bureau’s assumptions on the rate of net migration would add
0.4 percentage points to population growth. This appears
unlikely in the current political environment.
There are two sources of upside risk to productivity
growth. The first is a return to a more historically normal
investment environment. Raising the contribution of capital
deepening to economic growth back to its average in postwar twentieth century, would add an additional 0.5 percentage points to economic growth. In all likelihood, such an
increase in investment would require both supportive policies, and an acceleration in the rate of technological change
globally. This is the second source of upside risk.
Predicting the next innovation wave is very difficult
and even when they do show up; economists are often late
at recognizing them. Should innovations such as driverless
cars, machine learning, and other forms of automation become more widespread, measured innovation growth would
come in much faster. This is the best hope to pushing eco7
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nomic growth above 3%. However, as we have seen in past
waves of innovation-led productivity growth, this may not
last forever, and gains could slow once these technological
advances have diffused through the economy.
Investors cannot ignore the new growth paradigm

Slower economic growth has broad implications for
financial markets. As the Federal Reserve continues to
normalize its policy rate, a key determining factor is the
neutral policy rate that is neither stimulative nor restrictive
to economic activity and inflation. With slower trend growth,
the Fed’s neutral policy rate will remain lower than it has
been historically. The median estimate of the neutral (or
long-term) policy rate among members of the Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC) is 3.0%. Prior to the financial
crisis in 2007, the federal funds rate was set at 5.25%.
However, by the same token, slower potential economic
growth means the Fed must react sooner to signs that the
economy is growing faster than this rate. An economy

growing just north of 2.0% may not seem like it is absorbing much slack, but as long as trend growth is lower than
this, it likely is.
Naturally, slower trend growth also implies permanently
lower longer-term rates. Long-term yields incorporate
investors’ expectations for future short-term rates as well
as a premium for holding long-term bonds. Slow global
growth, low inflation and years of quantitative easing by
global central banks have pushed down term-premia over
the past several years, but these should begin to normalize
alongside interest rate policy. Still, with lower short-term
rates, our long-term forecast for the 10-year yield tops out
at 3.45%, well below the 5% that it averaged over the ten
years prior to the financial crisis.
For equity markets, the rate of economic growth will
form the basis for future profit growth and therefore growth
in equity values. Given that stock prices appear to have
largely priced in the lower interest rate environment, gains
going forward are likely to be harder to come by.
James Marple, Senior Economist & Director
416-982-2557
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